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first arrivings for the
engros market

04.00 am

food distribution
to zürich city
06.00 am food unloading

11.00 pm

parking slots
used from 10.00
pm - 09.00 am

shared exit by migros
and engros

fresh tomatoes from
spain arriving at 09.00

pm

tram line 4
train station Tiefenbrunnen -
train station Zürich Altstetten N

bicycle path

migros truck

entering highway A1

entering migros
rooftop parking

02.00 pm
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FRIEGEMO AG

PRODUCER MARKET

ENGROSBUILDING
SOUTH
Agroform AG
Gmür Ponoma

MIGROS STORAGE
HALL

MIGROS ROOFTOP PARKING

BICYCLE PARK

border engros & migros
area

bicycle loop open
from 09.00 am -
08.00 pm

entering parking of
frigemo ag

PATHWAY HANGING ON THE EXISTING RAMP
connection to the roof of migros car parking

SQUARE ON TOP OF THE EXISTING RAMP
access-point to the bicycle park on the roof

INDEPENDENT STRUCTURE NEXT TO THE EXISTING RAMP
pathway with max. 3.5% (wheel-chair accessible)

BICICLY FACTORY UNDERNEATH THE RAMP
giving the ramp a new function and meeting point

on the way to the rooftop of the
engros market

entering the migros rooftop car
parking
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FACTORY "DO YOUR OWN BIKE"
12 STATIONS
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gate
open 09.00 am
close 08.00 pm
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heading towards the highway

entrance through engros area in the
east

delivery of bicycle items

SMALL HALFPIPE

bicycle
signalisation

on the way to the
bicycle path on
the other side

engros parking slots
almost empty during the day

loading bay

pavement
painted in
dark red

HANGING BENCH

test round with the
new build bicycle

leaving the migros building

coming from the
migros rooftop parking

pavement
painted in
light red
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unload the fruit and vegetables in the
late evening

truck on the way out through the
shared exit of migros and engros

upload waste to dispose it / foodwaste
to the biogas facility

on the way to zürich city

producer market underneath roof
structure is open three times a week

students coming from the toni
areal,

on the way to pick up the
repaired bicycle

GSEducationalVersion

6 %

BICYCLE PARK

BICYCLE FACTORY

turning rounds on the
engros loop

new customers for the
bicycle factory

on the way back form the bicycle
park to make new adjustments

arrived by car and now get his
bicycle repaired

taking a sandwich on the car free
plaza

spectator

fence / border to the migros area

leaving engros site

going to park on the roof of the
engrosmarket

FRIGEMO AG

parked in front of the
Agroform AG

kids playing while waiting

trackpump

GSEducationalVersion

IVECO

glas facade
metal profile 10mm
load bearing steal H-Profile 150mm

concrete ramp
sealing layer
metal hanging element 10mm

electrical installation
hanging system for box

metal grid

tool box

bicycle factory

pylon
round profile 600mm

no entrance

metal grid

sectional door

IVECO

sun awning

migros truck

driving towards exit

MIGRO ENGROS

SOUTH BUILDING
ENGROS

CONCRETE CAR
RAMP

on the way to the migros parking granulat 40mm
prefab concrete slab 120mm

steal H-profile 10mm
steal H-profile 200mm
steal round profile 200mm

steel wire

bringing bicycle for
reparation

2%
Ge
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1 Pylon Rundprofil 600mm

2 Rundprofil 200mm

3 Breitflanschenträger 200mm

4 Belag PU-gebundenes EPDM-
Neugummi Granulat auf
Stahlbetonfertigteil 160mm

5 H-Profil 100mm

6 Auflager (Teflon) 10/50mm

7 Handlauf Edelstahlrohr 60/4 mit
integrierter LED Beleuchtung

8 Pfosten mit Kabelführung Stahlrohr
60.3/8mm
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9 Geländer Edelstahlnetz 2mm auf
Edelstahlrohr 20/1.5mm

10 Stahlprofil L 40/25/3mm

11 Wasserrinne

12 Hohlprofil 40/60mmmit Kabelführung

13 Stahlprofil L 50/40/3mm

14 Anschlussplatte Flachstahl 100/500mm

15 Anschlussplatte Flachstahl 20mm

16 Konterplatte Flachstahl 15mm
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To build a more sustainable and greener city, we need more bicycles and less cars. Yet
connectivity spaces for people to cycle, walk, and meet are difficult to find, while cars
seem to eat all the available spaces. As new areas are increasingly difficult to find, it is
necessary to expand and transform existing structures, making them accessible to non-
motorized vehicles. The Bicycle Experience is sending themessage that every zone of the
city, no matter how industrial, can be reinvented and reconquered, made re-accessible to
wheel-based movement: be skateboards, bicycles, wheelchairs.
The project poses to transform the eastern side of the Engros market into a new urban
ecosystem, the Bicycle Experience, establishing new points for people to practise sports,
meet and socialize. The current location is dominated by a heavy and overburdening
concrete ramp, which connects the street with the Migros’ rooftop parking and the roof of
the Engros Market. Despite covering a very large space, the ramp is monopolized by cars
during the day and company trucks during the night. The idea is to preserve the current
functions of the existing structure, while enhancing its accessibility and usability for
pedestrians and bicycles. Under the project, the existing ramp still connects the main
street with the rooftops, becoming however the load bearing structure to hang new
elements, providing accessibility to new spaces.
More specifically, the entire area could host an urban ecosystem available to the entire
citizenry and composed by a Bicycle Factory, an Urban Plaza and a Bicycle Park, with the
three elements linked to one another by a new Urban Pathway. On the ground floor, the
Bicycle Factory hangs underneath the existing ramp, offering an open workshop where
people can build their own bike, or have it built to them. The Factory offers the tools and
the space to fix old bicycles and assemble new ones. The Urban Plaza is an elevated and
car-free square, a meeting point to enjoy lunch or take a break from cycling. Finally, the
Bicycle Park is a new urban garden located on the roof of the south building, a spot
currently unused, where bicycle aficionados can bike around, try different terrains, and
even compete with one another.
Those three new areas are accessible via a new Urban Pathway, an elegant and swift
bridge offering the same dynamism typical of the bicycle experience. The Pathway relies
on a hanging structure, whose weight is sustained on one side by the existing ramp, on the
other by new pylons. The hanging structure allows the Urban Pathway to connect the
various spaces of the project without compromising the capacity of the underneath ramp
to link the main road to the rooftops. As a consequence, the same area can be used by
cars and trucks, which rely on the concrete ramp, as well as pedestrians and bicycles, who
can use the Urban Pathway.


